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Existence of solutions is established for a class of implicit differential inclusions 
equivalent to explicit relations with nonconvex-valued, yet only upper semicon- 
tinuous right-hand side. Moreover, the set of stationary points is shown to be 
asymptotically stable if both of the set-valued maps involved are monotone and one 
of them is a subdifferential. Essentially, the primitive of the latter can be used as a 
natural Lyapunov function. 0 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In this paper we shall be concerned with initial value problems of the 
form 
0 E M(k) + C(x) a.e., x(0) =x0, (1) 
where A4 and C are multivalued mappings on R” which satisfy some 
monotonicity conditions. 
Global existence of solutions (and much more) is known in the case 
where M= 2 is the identity and C is maximal monotone [2]. On the other 
hand the explicit version of (1 ), 
iE W’( -C(x)), (2) 
40) =x0, 
has a solution (at least locally) if the right-hand side M- ’ 0 ( - C) is upper 
semicontinuous and convexvalued in a neighbourhood of x0 ([S, 7, 8, 151; 
for a short exposition see [3]). Yet, even if AL-’ and C are both con- 
vexvalued, M- ’ 0 ( - C) will in most cases not be so. Note further that, in 
general, the right-hand side in (2) is not lower semicontinuous at points 
where it is not single-valued if one deals with maximal monotone map- 
pings M and C. Therefore, theorems like that of Olech [9] are not 
applicable either. Nevertheless, local existence of solutions for (1) (resp. 
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(2)) will be proven under some additional hypotheses on C even if 
M-l 0 ( - C) is not convex-valued. 
It will be interesting to note that in the cases treated, the set of solution 
curves x of (1 ), defined on a fixed bounded interval [ - c(, a], c1> 0, is 
norm-closed. Thence, replacing the right-hand side of (2) by its closed con- 
vex hull enlarges the solution set by curves which cannot be approximated 
by solutions of (2), in contrast to the type of differential inclusions con- 
sidered in [IO], e.g. 
Furthermore, the conditions on M and C in Theorem 4.1 which ensure 
the existence of solutions that do not leave a given closed convex set K can 
be viewed as a kind of weak tangential conditions (the right-hand side of 
(2) contains at least one vector tangent to K in x). In general, strong 
tangential conditions (the right-hand side contains only tangent vectors) 
are required to prove that K is (positive) invariant if the right-hand side is 
not convex-valued [11. 
In Sections 5-7 we investigate the stability of stationary solutions of (1). 
We shall exhibit the existence of “natural” Lyapunov functions in case both 
M and C are maximal monotone and one of them is a subdifferential map- 
ping. These results generalize some theorems in [14]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
Consider a set-valued map F: [w” --t 2”” whose effective domain D(F) := 
‘+~‘V’WZ0} contains an open set D. F is called upper semicontinuous 
(u.s.c.) on D if it is locally bounded on D and its graph over D is closed in 
D x R”. For U.S.C. maps we have the following existence theorem (see e.g., 
Cl]): 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let F: W’ + 2”’ be U.S.C. on the open set D c D(F) and 
convexvalued on D. Then for any x,, E D there is an tl > 0 and an absolutely 
continuous curve x: [-a, a] + D such that 
i(t) E r;(x(t)) 
x(0) = xg. 
a.e. on [-a, a], (3) 
Remark. For further use we note that if UC D is a neighborhood of x,, 
with L := sup (1) y )( 1 y E F(x), x E U} < + co, then any solution of (3) can 
be extended at least to [ -a, a], with a = d/L (where d is the distance 
between x0 and the boundary of U), and is Lipschitz continuous with 
II 2 II < L. 
In addition to Proposition 2.1 we shall make use of some properties of 
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maximal monotone maps which for the sake of completeness are going to 
be included. The proofs may be found, e.g., in [2]. 
In the sequel, (., . ) denotes the Euclidean scalar product in R”. 
DEFMITION. M: R” --t 2 Iw” is called monotone if for every x1, x2 E D(M) 
and every yl E M(xi ), YZ E M(xz), 
M is called strongly monotone (with constant CI > 0) if for every 
x1, x2 E D(M) and every Y, E Wx, 1, y2 E Wx2), 
,~~,-~2~Y,-Y*~3~lI~I-~*l12. 
M is called maximal monotone if it is maximal in the class of monotone 
mappings with respect to graph inclusion. 
EXAMPLE 1 (see [ 111). Let p : R” + R u { + cc } be a lower semicon- 
tinuous proper convex function. Then 
~cp(x):={y~[w”I(p(z)-~(x)~(y,z-x) for all ZER”) 
defines a maximal monotone mapping &JJ with o(@) c cpP’(lQ). &p is the 
well-known subdifferential of cp. 
As special examples, we shall make use of the mappings N,, 
NK: R” -+ 2n”, defined for any closed convex set KC R” by 
NK(X) := 
{nl(n,x-k)>O for all k E K} if XEK, 
0 if x#K, 
respectively, 
i (nENAx)l llnll -<I> for XGK, 
N',(x) := 
i 
X-PAX) 
II x -P&)ll 
for x#K 
(where pK(x) is the point in K nearest to x). The preceding normal cone 
mapping N, is well known to be the subdifferential of 
for 
for 
x E K, 
x $ K, 
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while N;, is the subdifferential of the distance function 
dK(x) := yGi; 1) x-k 1). 
The connection between maximal monotonicity and Proposition 2.1 con- 
sists in 
PROPOSITION 2.2 [ 121. Let M: aB” -+ 2 ‘” be maximal monotone. Then M is 
convexvalued on D(M) and USC. on the interior int D(M) of D( M). 
As is well known, maximal monotone mappings have some useful 
approximation properties. Let M: R’” + 2”’ be maximal monotone. For 
A > 0 the resolvent of M is given by Rj. := (I+ AM)-‘(which is a surjective 
contraction of R” onto D(M)) and the Yoshida-approximation is defined by 
MA := (Z- R,)/A. 
PROPOSITION 2.3 [2]. For any II > 0, Mj, is (singlevalued and) Lipschitz 
continuous and maximal monotone. Moreover, 
(i) for all A>O, LED, YE M(x), 
II Mi(x)ll 6 It Y II ; 
(ii) for all x E D(M), 
lim d,,,,(M.dx)) = 0; 
a-o+ 
(iii) for all XE W’, )I R,(x) -x )I = 1 )I MA(x)11 ; 
(iv) for all x E W, R,(x) E D(M), and M,(x) E M(R,(x)). 
Zf in addition M = &p is a subdifferential mapping, there exists a family of 
differentiable convex functions pA: [w” --, Iw such that MA =Vq, is the 
gradient of q’n and 
(v) forJ-+O+, q ( ) 1 x converges monotonically increasing to cp(x) for 
any x E (w” (which implies t&form convergence of cp, to cp on compact subsets 
of int(q-r(R))). 
From Hilbert space theory of maximal monotone mappings we shall use 
only the following elementary result: 
LEMMA 2.4 [2]. Let N: H -+ 2H be maximal monotone on the Hilbert 
space H with scalar product (, )H. If (x,),, N, ( y,),, N are sequences in H 
converging weakly to x respectively y, and if 
Y” E Wd for all n 
505/63/2-3 
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and 
lim (x,,Y,)~= (-wL+ 
n+cc 
then x E D(N) and y E N(x). 
This lemma will be applied in connection with the following observation: 
IfM: R”-+2w” is maximal monotone and Zc R a bounded interval, then a 
maximal monotone mapping (also denoted by M) is obtained on the 
Hilbert space L2(Z, W) of square integrable curves by 
YE M(x): -Y(t) E Mx(t)) a.e. on Z 
(“prolongation” of A4 to L2(Z, W)). 
3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS ON AN OPEN DOMAIN 
Consider now the initial value problem 
0 E M(i) + C(x) a.e., x(0) = x0, (1) 
or equivalently the explicit problem 
c2cM-l (-C(x)) a.e., x(0)=x,. (2) 
If M (and therefore M-l) is maximal monotone on R” and C is continuous 
and singlevalued, M-’ 0 ( - C) is upper semicontinuous and convexvalued 
by Proposition 2.2. Application of Proposition 2.1 then yields 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M: Iw” + 2”” be maximal monotone and C: D + Iw” 
continuous on an open set D c II?‘. Let further -C(D) be contained in the 
interior of D(M-I). Then, for every x0 E D, (1) has a Lipschitz continuous 
solution defined on some interval [ - ~1, ~1, CI > 0. 
Remark. (a) The Lipschitz constant and the interval of definition of x 
depend only on x,, (see remark after Proposition 2.1). This may serve to 
show that the set of solution curves through x0, defined on [--a, CI J, is 
compact in C([ --a, a], W) Cl]. 
(b) Obviously, in Theorem 3.1 M could be any map such that M-r 
is U.S.C. and convex-valued on -C(D). 
In general, if C is not singlevalued, M-’ 0 ( - C) is U.S.C. (if M-i and C 
are so), but not necessarily convexvalued since the union M( - C(x)) = 
u cEC(Xj M( -c) of convex sets need not be convex. One of our main points 
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is to show that one can dispose of convexity if M is maximal monotone 
and the “set-valued part” of C is of subdifferential type. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let M: IF!” + 2”’ be maximal monotone. Let C: Iw” + 2”” 
be the sum C=g+&p-a$ of 
(a) a (singlevalued) continuous map g: D --) (w” defined on an open set 
D c W, and 
(b) the dtfference of the subdifferentials of two lower semicontinuous 
convex functions cp, $ : KY’ --) [w v ( + co }, finite on D. 
If -C(D) is contained in the interior of D(M-‘) then, for every x0 ED, 
(1) possesses a Lipschitz continuous solution defined on some interval 
[ -a, a], a > 0. 
Remark. Using Lemma 2.4 one can show that the set of solution curves 
through x,,, defined on [-a, a], is compact with respect o the sup-norm. 
For proof we consider the modified problems obtained by replacing aq 
and a\CI by their Yoshida approximations. 
LEMMA 3.3. Define C,: D + Iw” by C,(x) :=g(x) +VqvJx) -V$Jx). 
Then 
0 E M(i) + C,(x), 
x(0)=x0 
(1.n) 
is locally solvable for any X~E D, J. > 0. For Iz,, small enough the family 
{x1 > I G 4 of solutions through x0 of ( 1 A) 1G10 posesses a common interval of 
definition [-a, a] =: I, a > 0, and is equilipschitzian on I. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose {xijieN, is a sequence of solutions xi: Z-t D of 
(l*ni)ifz IhI9 with Ai + 0 for i + 00, converging unzformly on I to a Lipschitz 
curve x : I + D. Then the following assertions hold 
(a) xi converges to Ji for i + co weakly in L2(Z, W). 
(b) A subsequence of yi := CA, 0 xi converges for i -+ cc weakly in 
L2(Z, W) to a selection y E Co x. 
(~1 limi+ m f, <aAt), C,t(xi(t)) > dt = SI <$t), y(t)> dt. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Since, by Ascoli’s theorem, the set of Lipschitz 
curves x defined on Z with x(0)=x0 and Lipschitz constant at most equal 
to L is compact with respect o the sup-norm, there is a sequence {xi} iE N 
of solutions of (M.,),, N, with Li+ 0, converging to a Lipschitz curve 
x : I + R” (Lemma 3.3). By Lemma 3.4 this implies weak L2-convergence of 
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the derivatives fi to i and of C1, o x, to a selection ~9 of Cd s. Yet, by 
definition, 
a,(t) E M-7 - C,jxj(t))) a.e. on I. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.4 (applied to the prolongation of M to L2(Z, UY)) and 
by Lemma 3.4 (c), we obtain 
i(t)‘( -y(t)) c AC’( -C(x(t)) a.e., 
i.e., x is a solution of (1). 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let Kd be a closed ball with radius d > 0 and cen- 
ter x,, contained in D. Let L:=sup{lly(j(y~M-‘(-C(x)), XEK~}. L is 
finite by upper semicontinuity of M- ’ 0 ( -C) on D. Local existence of 
solutions x1 of (l.J), for any i, is assured by Theorem 3.1. Without 
limitation of generality we suppose that the image x1( [ -a1, a;,]) of the 
curve xi is contained in the ball Kdlz. If 2, is small enough and Ad A,, 
Proposition 2.3(i)-(iv) implies C,(K,,,) c C(K,). Thus, by definition of L, 
all x1 have Lipschitz constant at most equal to L and can be defined on the 
interval [ -d/2L, d/2L], independently of ,X 6 A,. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. (a) follows from uniform concergence of the .x, on 
Z and the uniform boundedness of the -lij in L2(1, IV). For the proof of (b) 
observe that { C1,oxi) is a bounded subset of L2(Z, Rn), whence it contains 
a subsequence converging weakly to y E L2(Z, Rn). On the other hand, the 
xi converge uniformly (and therefore also in L2-norm) to x. Applying 
Lemma 2.4 to the prolongations of 8~ and a$ and using 
Proposition 2.3(iii), (iv) we obtain 
At) E G(f)) a.e. on I. 
Finally, we evaluate the integrals in (c) with Z := [ -a, a] : 
s C-%(0, C&i(O) > dt I 
= s I (ii(t), dxdt))> t + Jr <Ai( VVA,(X~~))> dt 
- I , <ii(t), Vti, (xi(t)) > dt 
= s (*i(l), g(xi(t)) > d+ cp&da)) - cP,t,(xi(-a)) ,
- $&da)) + til,(xi( --GI)), 
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and analogously, 
j, G(t), ~0)) d = j, W), g(xW)> df + 44x(a)) - &(-a)) 
- tiMa)) + v+(-a)). 
Convergence, for i -+ co, follows from continuity of g and from 
Proposition 2.3(v). This concludes the proof. 
Remarks. (a) By the same arguments Theorem 3.2 can be generalized to 
assert existence of solutions for 
0 E M(i +f(x)) + C(x), 
where f is singlevalued and continuous and M, C are as above. 
(b) It is not known to the author whether the conditions concerning 
C may be weakened or not. Of course, there are trivial counterexamples if
C is not convexvalued. (For M = Z, let C map x onto x/II x (1 if x # 0 and 
onto the unit sphere if x = 0. Then (1) has no solution if x0 = 0.) On the 
other hand no counterexample seems to be known even in case C is 
allowed to be any upper semicontinuous convex-valued map when A4 is 
maximal monotone. 
With a proper analogue of Proposition 2.3 at hand one could try to 
extend the proof of Theorem 3.2 to maps C that are generalized gradients 
in the sense of Clarke [4] satisfying some additional regularity conditions. 
(c) Whereas finite dimensionality is not required when A4 is the iden- 
tity [2], it turns out to be crucial in the proof of Theorem 3.2 as use was 
made of the compactness of the class of Lipschitz curves through x,,. 
Possibly, by some other technique of proof, finite dimensionality might be 
avoidable. 
4. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS ON CLOSED CONVEX DOMAINS 
For C maximal monotone it is well known [2] that 
OEii.+C(X), 
x(0) =x0 
has a solution defined on [0, cc [ for any x0 E D(C). This raises the 
question whether (1) possesses a “forward” solution on some interval 
[0, a], a > 0, even if x0 is a boundary point of D(M- ’ 0 ( - C)). Of course, 
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this is false in general: take MP ‘(4’) to be y + N,&v), Kc R” closed and 
convex with 0 E int K, and C(x) = -x. Then, at boundary points of K, 
there exist only “backward” solutions. But it will be shown that 
Theorem 3.2 can be generalized if M- ’ and C have the “right” boundary 
behaviour. 
Any maximal monotone map M with closed effective domain D(M) has 
essentially the same boundary behaviour as NDtMJ [ 123. One may be 
tempted to expect that forward solutions exist if M-’ is maximal 
monotone and C is “like” NDtc, on the boundary. Yet, this is not true, as 
the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 2 [ 141. Let K := {(x,, xz)l x, > 0) c lQ*, i.e., 
1 
w w for x,>O, 
N&l= 0 for x1 X0, 
{h O)ln* 60) for x1 =O. 
Let C(x) :=x+N,(x), M((y,,y,)):= {(y2, -vl)>. Then (2) reads 
for xl(t) > 0, 
for x,(t)=O. 
For x,(O) =0, x*(O) ~0, these relations have no solution in 
D(M-’ 0 (-C)) = K defined for t > 0. 
The salient point of this example is that M is allowed to rotate the vec- 
tors in NK(x) by 90” (actually it is a rotation of lR* by 90”), i.e., it is 
monotone but not strictly monotone. This possibility is excluded in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Kc [w” be closed and convex, D an open 
neighbourhood of K. Let C: W + 2 ‘“be thesum C=g+&p-@+N,ofa 
continuous map g: D --) W’, of the subdifferentials of convex functions cp and 
$, finite on D, and of the normal cone mapping NK of K. Let M be maximal 
monotone and surjective (i.e., D(M-’ ) = k!“), and suppose there exist R > 0 
and a monotonically increasing function f: [R, + 00 [ -+ [O, + co [ with 
lim ,+mf(r)= +co, such thatfor every yEWandevery ZEM-‘(y), 
II y II 2 R - (2, Y > 2 II z II .f( II Y II ). (4) 
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Then for any x0 E K there exist an a > 0 and an absolutely continuous curve 
x: [0, a] + K such that 
0 E M(i(t)) + C(x(t)) 
x(0)=x$-J. 
for a.e. t, 
Remark. Note that (4) is not the usual coercivity condition on M 
where (z/\lz\\, M(z)) is supposed to tend to + cc for \[z (1 -+ + co, 
z E D(M). Condition (4) ensures that the angle between y and z E M- ‘( y) 
does not tend to 90” too fast as 1) y 11 -+ co. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We shall modify the map C = g + dq - a$ + N, 
in such a way that Theorem 3.2 may be applied. Since N, is unbounded on 
the boundary of K we shall replace it by the “cut oh” normal cone mapping 
1’ nEN&)l llnll GP> for XE K, 
N&X) := /3. N’,(x) = 
ii 
X-P&) 
13. II x -P&)ll I 
for x$K 
which is the subdifferential of /? times the distance function dK(x) = 
min { I( x - k I( ( k E K). Because g is continuous and q and $ are finite on D, 
c, = g + acp - a* + NK,B is U.S.C. on D, and its setvalued part 
a(cp + j?. dK) - a$ is a difference of subdifferentials. Therefore, by 
Theorem 3.2, there exists a curve x: [-a, a] --P D, a > 0, such that 
0 E M(f( t)) + C,(x( t)) 
x(0)=x0. 
a.e., 
(5) 
We are now going to show that-for jl sufficiently large-x( [0, a J) c K if 
x0 E K. Since, by definition, C,(x) c C(x) for x E K, any solution of (5) with 
xoEK will solve (1) for t20. 
Suppose x0 E K and choose a neighbourhood U c D of x0 with 
Y:=suP(I~YIlIY~(g+acp-a~)cx),x~u~~~ 
as well as R’ 2 R such that f (R’) 2 2~. Let xg : [-a, a] -+ U be a solution 
of (5) with /3 >/ R’ + y. 
Assume now that for some t’e [O, a[, x&t’) 4 K. Because K is closed, 
there is an interval Z’ around t’ such that x(Z) n K= 0. On the other 
hand, for almost all t E Z’, 
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where y(t) E g(x(t)) + +$x(t)) - 8$(x(t)) and n(t) = B. (x(t) - 
~~(~(t)))/j/ x(t) - ~,Jx(t))ll . By definition, )I y(t)11 d y on Z’. Since 
IIn(t)ll =/I, we have 
which implies 
(i(t), ( -y(t) -n(t))> 3 II 4t)ll *f(R’) 
or 
- (4th n(t)) 2 II 4t)ll . V(W -Y) 2 0 a.e. on Z. 
Yet, (&W4Mt))) = (4th n(t)> a.e. on [0, ~11, whence 
f (d&(t))) G 0 a.e. on Z, 
i.e., dK 0 x is monotonically decreasing on Z’. This, however, is inconsistent 
with x(0) E K and x(Z’) n K = a, as K is closed. 
Remark. It can be shown that under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 and 
for sufficiently large /? (locally) all solutions of (1) are solutions of (5). This 
implies Lipschitz continuity of the solution curves and compactness of the 
solution set defined on [O, a.]. 
The following proposition characterizes a class of mappings A4 for which 
condition (4) holds. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose M-’ is the subdifferential of a convex 
function Yfinite on Iw” such that the level sets 
are compact (or equivalently: the set of zeroes of L? !P = M- ’ is nonempty and 
compact). Then M satisfies condition (4). 
Proof: For p > 0, a > Y(0) define 
a(p):=miniWy)l IIYII =P>, 
r(a) := min ( /I y I/ 1 !P( y) = a}. 
If Y is everywhere finite and convex with compact level sets, lim,, m 
a(p)= +CXI =lim,,, r(a); and for a(R) > ‘Y(O), u and r are monotonically 
increasing on [R, co [ and [Y(O), cc [, respectively. Therefore, f := r 0 a is 
monotonically increasing on [R, cc [ and lim, _ m f (p) = + co. 
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On the other hand, for a> Y(O), 
~Y~~“llIYlI~r(~)~~(Y~~“l~(Y)~~f~ (f-5) 
as Y is convex. Moreover, for every J+,E R” the vectors in 
13 Y( y,) = M- ‘( yO) are normal to 
iYErw Y(Y)< Yu(Yo,> 
(see [ll]). Because of (6), ]) yo]) 2 R implies that for any z E 8Y(yo), 
or, equivalently, 
(%““) -ax{ (ti’ )0 I II u II GI II Y 0 II ) } =f( II yo II 1. 
Multiplying by (1 z I( one obtains (4). 
5. STABILITY OF STATIONARY SETS:~ELIMINARIES 
The remaining sections of the paper will deal with the question of 
stability of stationary solutions of 
0 E M(f( t)) + C(x( t)) a.e. (1) 
Let X be a set of stationary points for (l), i.e., Xc C-‘( -M(O)). We shall 
call X attractive in D c R” if any solution x of (1) satisfying x(0) ED is 
defined for all t > 0, does not leave D and satisfies lim, _ o. d,(x( t)) = 0; X 
is called weakly attractive in D if for any x0 ED there exists a solution 
x: [O,co[+D of (1) such that x(0)=x, and lim,,,d,(x(t))=O. (Of 
course, these notions coincide if solutions of (1) are unique.) X is called 
stable if for any neighborhood U of X there is a neighbourhood W of X 
such that for any X~E W and all solutions x of (1) with x(O) = x0, x(t) is 
defined and in U for all t > 0. If X is stable and attractive in a set D con- 
taining X, it is called asymptotically stable in D. 
As a common way to prove the above properties we use the classical 
Lyapunov method. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let V: D + Iw be a function defined on u subset D of iT%” and 
assume that the following assertions hold: 
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(a) For any x0 E D there is a T > 0 and an absolutely continuous curve 
x: [0, T] -+ D with x(0) = x0 satisfying ( 1) on [0, T]. 
(b) The set X:= D n C-‘( - M(0)) of stationary solutions of (1) in D 
is closed in D. 
(c) V is continuous on D and attains its minimum v, on D on a non- 
empty subset X0 of X. For some v, >vo, D, := {XE D: V(x)<v,} is com- 
pact. 
(d) For any solution x: [0, T] + D of (l), Vo x is a monotonically 
decreasing function. 
Then any solution x: [0, T] --+ D of (1) such that x(0) E D, can be con- 
tinued to a solution x: [0, rx [ -+ D and X0 is a stable set of stationary 
points. 
If, in addition, 
(e) There exists an M > 0 such that for all solutions x: [0, T] -+ D of 
(11, 
f (VOX)(r)< --c( lli(t)l12 a.e. on [O, T] 
then Xn D, is attractive in D1. If X0 =X, then X is asymptotically stable in 
D,. 
The proof of this lemma is standard and will be omitted here (see, e.g., 
C131). 
6. STABILITY IN CASE C Is A SUBDIFFERENTIAL 
Consider the relation (I) in the case where C = 3rp is the subdifferential 
map of a lower semicontinuous (proper) convex function cp: Iw” 3 R u 
{+co): 
0 E M(i(t)) + &&x(t)) a.e. (7) 
If M= Z happens to be the identity map, (7) is a pure (sub)gradient system 
where solution curves follow the direction of steepest descent of cp. In 
the general case too, however, we can construct a Lyapunov function V 
from cp. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let D c R” be an open set such that C: R” + 2” coincides 
on D with the subdifferential map of a convex function cp : R” + R v 
( + 00 }which is finite on D. Let M be maximal monotone on KY and suppose 
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-C(D) c int(M(W)). If the set M(0) is nonempfy (i.e., if0 is in the effective 
domain of M) then for all a E M(0) and all solutions x : [0, T] + D of (1 ), 
$W))+ (a,x(O))GO ae. on [0, T]. 
Zf there is an a > 0 such that for all z E [w”, m E M(z) and m’ E M(0): 
(m-m’,z)>a lIzl12 
(i.e., if M is strongly monotone at 0), then 
i (4+(t)) + (a, x(t)>) G -a II ~(Oll* ae. on [0, T]. 
Remark. If q(x) = f I( x (1’ (i.e., C = I), the assertions of Theorem 6.1 
reduce to a special case of the well-known contraction property of the 
semigroup generated by the maximal monotone map M-’ [2]. 
Proof Since cp is convex and finite on D, it is locally lipschitzean on D. 
Therefore, cp 0 x is absolutely continuous; moreover, 
$ cp(x(r)) E (%(x(t)), i(t)> for almost all t. 
For almost all t select y(t) E (-M(i(t))) n 13cp(x(t)) (which is possible due 
to (7)) to obtain 
(y(t)+a,f(t)-O)<O 
by monotonicity of M, i.e., 
If M is strongly monotone at 0 we obtain analogously 
$ (cp(x(t)) + (a, x(t)>) G -a II ~(Oll’ ax. 
COROLLARY. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 be satisfied and let 
a E M(0). Zf V,,(x) := q(x) + (a, x) attains ifs minimum on D on a compact 
set X,, c D then 
(a) X, is a stable set of stationary points of (1) in D, and 
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(b) the set X of all stationary points in D is the union of all the sets 
X,, aE M(O) (compact or not). 
(c) If X is compact and A4 is strongly monotone at 0, X is 
asymptotically stable. 
Proof: First, observe that V, is convex. Therefore, XE X, is equivalent 
to OE acp(x) +ac &p(x) + M(O), i.e., x is stationary. Moreover, all level 
sets of V, (in W) are compact if X, is compact. Thus, V= V, satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 5.1 (for local solvability of (7) in D see Theorem 3.2) 
which proves (a). Assertion (b) is trivial because 0 E Q(x) + a, a E M(O), is 
equivalent to x being a minimum of V,. To obtain (c) cover X= U,, M(O) 
X, by open level sets {XE D: V,(x) < 0,) contained in D. 
One extreme case of the situation dealt with in Theorem 6.1 and its 
corollary, respectively, is of special interest. If each X, consists of only one 
point (e.g., if cp is strictly convex) then X is stable (resp. attracting) even if 
it is not compact (because the points of X are stable). Moreover, if X is 
attracting, every solution curve of (7) near X has exactly one limit point in 
X to which it converges. 
7. STABILITY IN CASE M Is A SUBDIFFERENTIAL 
If the map M in (1) is the subdifferential of a convex function q the con- 
struction of a Lyapunov function is not quite as obvious as before: V(x) 
should be a function of the state x whereas A4 (or cp, respectively) is defined 
on velocities i. Yet, instead of (1) let us consider the equivalent explicit 
relation 
i(t) E M-’ (-C(x(t))) a.e. (2) 
Using the fact that the inverse of the subdifferential 8cp of a convex function 
cp is the subdifferential 8Y of its convex conjugate Y = cp*( [ 111) we obtain 
i(t)Ed!F(--((x(t))) a.e. (8) 
This suggests to take V(x) := vl( - C(x)) as a Lyapunov function. 
First, we shall examine the case of a singlevalued operator C (where V is 
well defined). In the general case of setvalued C suitable selections of 
Yo (-C) are used to prove some results on weak attractivity of stationary 
points. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let D c R!” be an open set such that C: D + R” is locally 
Lipschitz continuous on D. Let M-’ = d!K R! n -+ 2” be the subdifferential of 
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a lower semicontinuous convex function Y: R” + R v ( + co } finite on 
-C(D). 
(a) Zf C is monotone then along all solutions x : [0, T] + D of ( 1) in D 
the function V(x) := Y( - C(x)) is monotonically decreasing. 
(b) Zf C is strongly monotone with constant a>0 then for every 
solution x : [0, T] + D of (1) the function V:= Y 0 ( - C) satisfies 
a.e. on [0, T] 
ProoJ Suppose x: [0, T] --t D is a solution of (1) (resp. (8)). Because x 
is absolutely continuous and V= Y 0 ( - C) is locally lipschitzian, for 
almost all t E [0, n the mappings x and VOX are differentiable at t and 
x(t) E aY( - C(x( t))). Therefore, almost everywhere on [O, T], 
-$~(x(t)))=~liy+ i(Y(-C(x(t)))- Y(-C(x(t-h)))) 
i(t),~(C(x(t-h))-C(x(t)))) 
= lim 
x(t--)-x(t) C(x(t-h))-C(x(t)) 
- 
h-O+ h ’ h 
where the inequality follows from i(t) E au/( - C(x(t))) and the equality 
holds because C is locally Lipschitz. The last of these expressions is boun- 
ded above by zero if C is monotone, and by 
-a IIi(t)((*= lim 
h-O+ 
if C is strongly monotone. This proves assertions (a) and (b). 
Since the initial value problem for (1) is locally solvable under the 
hypotheses of Theorem 7.1 (see Theorem 3.1) we obtain the following 
stability result: 
COROLLARY. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 7.1 be satisfied and suppose 
that, for some v, E R, D, := {x E D: V(x) < vl} is nonempty and has compact 
closure in D. Then the set X of stationary points of (1) in D is nonempty and 
compact and coincides with the set of minima of V in D. C is stable (resp. 
asymptotically stable) in D, if C is monotone (resp. strongly monotone). 
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Proof Let C,: 03” + 2’” be any maximal monotone extension of C. 
Because C is continuous on the open set D, C = C, on D. Then for 
~EC(D,)=C,(D~), !P(--w)<u,, and therefore C,‘(w)nDcD,. Since D 
is open, C;‘(w) is closed and convex, and K is compact, C;‘(w) n D = 
C;‘(w) = C- ‘(w) c D, is compact and convex. But if C; ’ is bounded on 
C(D,) this set is contained in the interior of the effective domain 
{w:C,‘(w)#@} of C;’ where C,’ is upper semicontinuous [ 123. 
Therefore, D1 being open, C(D,) = (w: C;‘(w)c Dl> is an open set, too. 
The minimum set Xc D1 of V in D is nonempty and compact by con- 
tinuity of K By definition of V, the convex function !P attains its minimum 
on the open set - C(D,) at the points of -C(X), which therefore are 
global minima of Y in IR”. They are characterized by the relation 
wEC(X)oOEaY(-W), 
i.e., X is the set of stationary points of (1). Application of Lemma 5.1 now 
proves the corollary. 
If the map C is set-valued, V= !Po (-C) is not a Lyapunov function as 
it is set-valued in turn. In special cases (see [14]) it is expedient to work 
with the “minimum selection” of Yo ( -C), i.e., with V(x) := 
min ( !P( -w): w E C(x)}. This is a lower semicontinuous function if Y is 
continuous and C is an upper semicontinuous set-valued map. If V is 
decreasing along all (some) solution curves one can prove (weak) attrac- 
tivity of stationary sets (which are minima of V). As V is not continuous 
there these sets need no longer be stable. 
It is not known if the minimum selection of Yo (-C) can generally be 
proven to decrease along solutions of (1) (partially due to the fact that it is 
not necessarily the “right” function to use as a Lyapunov function). 
Nevertheless, some coditions for weak attractivity to hold will be given 
below. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let DC Iw” be open and C: D + 2” be the sum 
C = g + &p of a continuous map g : D + BY’ and the subdjjferential of a con- 
vex functon cp: [w” + Iw u { + co > finite on D. Suppose C is strongly 
monotone with constant a > 0 and M: Iw” + 2wn is such that M-’ = d!P is the 
subdifferential of a convex function Y finite on (-C(D)). Then for every 
x0 E D there is a T > 0, an absolutely continuous curve x : [O, T] + D, and a 
monotonically decreasing function f: [0, T] -+ R such that 
(a) i(t) E alu( - C(x))) a.e., x(O) =x0, 
(b) f(t) E Y - C(x(t))) for all t, 
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(c) (d/dt)f(t) < -a (1 i(t)(l’ a.e., and 
(d) j(O)=min{Y(-w): w~C(x,,)j. 
COROLLARY. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 7.2 be satisfied. Iffor some 
V,ER the set D,:=(x~D:min{Y(-w):w~C(x))<ur) is nonempty and 
compact then the set X of stationary points of (1) in D is contained in D,, 
nonempty, compact, and weakly attractive in D,. 
Remark. Note that X need not be stable since min( Y( -C(x))) is not 
continuous in x. The interior of D1 might even be empty. Therefore, X is 
not necessarily weakly attractive in an open neighbourhood of X. Sets D, 
with empty interior occur, e.g., for Y(w) = 4 I( w 112, C(x) = r?cp(x) where 
q(x) = 4 1) x )I2 + 1 x, + x2) on R2 (choose any u1 between 0 and 1). On the 
other hand this example demonstrates that, in many cases, Theorem 7.2 
and its corollary provide a far too pessimistic impression due to a “wrong” 
choice of the Lyapunov function. In fact, ‘v= (o or even V(x) = 11 x (1’ would 
be suitable for Y and C as above to show asymptotic stability of the origin 
in IR’. 
Proof of the Corollary. By piecing together local solutions with proper- 
ties (a)-(d) of Theorem 7.2 one obtains, for any X~E D,, solutions 
x: [0, cc [ -+ D of (1) starting at x0 that do not leave D1 because 
min { Y( - w): w E C(x(t))} <f(t) <f(O) Q u1 for all t > 0. If X denotes the 
(nonempty compact) subset of D, where the minimum selection of 
Y( -C(x)) attains its minimum value u0 and if x: [O, cc [ + D1 is a 
solution starting at x,, E X and satisfying (ah(d), then f (t) E u0 because f is 
monotonically decreasing, and, thus, i(t) z 0 a.e., by property (c). 
Therefore, X is a set of stationary points of (1 ), i.e., 0 E aY( - w) for some 
w E C(x,) if x,, E X. This implies that u. is the (global) minimal value of the 
convex function Y. As 0 E aY( - w) iff Y( - w) = uo, only the points of X 
are stationary points in D. 
It remains to be shown that any solution curve x: [0, co [ + D starting in 
D, and satisfying (a)-(d) of Theorem 7.2 converges to X for t -+ cc (or, 
equivalently, that every accumulation point of x(t) for t --) co is contained 
in X). Suppose there is a sequence (t,),, N such that lim, _ ao x(t,) = x* 
where x*$X and lim,,, t, = + co. Since D, is compact and the set- 
valued map JY 0 ( - C) is upper semicontinuous on D, )I i 1) is essentially 
bounded by some constant L > 0. Furthermore, there exist R > 0, K> 0 
such that I(wllaK for all w~aY(-C(x)) if XED and (Ix-x*(I<2R. 
Therefore, if )I x( t,) - x* I( < R and ) t - t, I < R/L, 
I( x(t) -x* (1 < j,: I( i(z)11 dt + R < 2R. 
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This implies (d/dt)(f(t)) 6 --UK’ a.e. for ) t - t, 1 < R/L. Without limitation 
of generality the intervals It,, - R/L, t, + R/L[ may be assumed to be 
mutually disjoint. Thus, 
This contradicts f(t) E Y( - C(x( t))) and Y > q, > - co. Thence, x* has 
to be in X, which concludes the proof. 
For the proof of Theorem 7.2 two more lemmas are needed. 
Beforehand, consider the modified problems (8), obtained for 1 >O by 
replacing C (or, if necessary, any maximal monotone extension of C) by its 
Yoshida approximation CA, which is strongly monotone (with constant 
CI~ = a/( 1 + Aa)) if C is so, and, in addition, is (single-valued and) Lipschitz 
continuous with Lipschitz constant l/A. For x0 E D choose c E C(x,) such 
that Y( -c) = min { !P( - w): w E C(x,)} and let xol := x,, + AC (which is 
contained in D for A small enough). By definition of C,, C,(xoi) = c holds 
for all A > 0. 
LEMMA 7.3. There exist lo > 0, T> 0 such that for all R < & the 
relations 
i,(t) E aY( - C,(x,(t))) 
x1(0) =x01 
a.e., 
(8’) 
have solutions x1: [0, T] -+ D that are Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz 
constant independent of A. Moreover there is a sequence (A,,),, N such that 
(a) lim, _ o. 1, = 0, 
lb) lim, -. m x1. = x exists as a uniform limit on [0, T] and is a 
solution of (8) with x(0) =x0. 
(cl lim,,, iAn= 2 where the limit is taken in the weak topology of 
LZ(CQ Tl, !w. 
The proof is an obvious modification of the proof of Theorem 3.2 and 
will be omitted. The following lemma is a version of Helly’s well-known 
“selection theorem” [6]. 
LEMMA 7.4. Let (fn)nt N be a sequence of monotonically decreasing 
functions f,,: [0, T] +[w such that (f,(O)jnEN} and {f,(T)ln~N} are 
bounded. Then there exists a subsequence of ( fn),, E N converging pointwise on 
[0, T-j to a monotonically decreasingfunction f: [0, TJ -+ R. 
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Proof of Theorem 7.2. By Lemma 7.3 we can choose a sequence (x,),~ N 
of solutions of (8’) with lim,, oo A,, = 0 and such that x = lim,, m x, is a 
solution of (8) satisfying x(0)=x,,. Since CA is Lipschitz continuous, by 
Theorem 7.1 the functions fn := PO ( - C,J 0 x, are monotonically 
decreasing. Moreover, with ~1, := a/( 1+ l,a), 
-$f,(t) 6 -a, II ~n(~)l12 a.e. on [0, T]. (9) 
Choosing an appropriate subsequence (Lemma 7.4) we may suppose that 
for all t E [0, n and some monotonically decreasing functions f, 
g: co, U-+K 
lim f,(t) =f(t), and 
n-m 
(10) 
Furthermore, weak convergence of 1, to i implies that 
I dfl)-dfdl a j,; II Wll’d~l for all tl, t2 E [0, T] 
or, after passage to the limit, that 
$dW - IIWll’ a.e. on [0, T] (11) 
From (9) to (11) we obtain assertion (c): 
if(t)< -a IIJi(t)l12 a.e. on [0, T]. 
To prove (b) and (d), we note that for all t (cf. Proposition 2.3), 
fn(f) = yu( - C&At))) E u’( -w,x”(o)). 
Thus, f,(O) = vl( - CJx,,(O))) = Y( -c) for all n (which proves (d)), and 
lim n _ to f,(t) E Y( - C(x( t))) as &(x,(t)) converges to x(t) and ‘Yo ( - C) 
is a closed map. This concludes the proof. 
Remarks. (a) In a way analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.1, 
Theorem 7.2 may be extended to cover the case C = N, + g + acp where N, 
is the normal cone mapping of some closed convex set K, g is continuous, 
and cp is continuous, convex, and linitevalued on an open set D containing 
K. Note that Proposition 4.2 is applicable in this case. 
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(b) If the initial value problem for (8) has a unique solution or, more 
generally, if every solution can be approximated by solutions of (8’) as 
above, then of course the stationary set is strongly attractive under the 
hypotheses of the corollary. The uniqueness problem for (1) has not yet 
been treated. Examples appear to indicate that strong monotonicity of M 
and C suffice to ensure unique solvability (which is trivial in the case where 
A4 is linear symmetric and C is maximal monotone, since (1) then 
generates a contraction semigroup [2]). 
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